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May 20, 2016 
 
 
 
 
Re: Express Wells Database – May 2016 Release 
  
 
 
Dear Express Data Client, 
 
 
The May 2016 build of MDR-Expo - our PPDM 3.7.1 version of the Express wells database is now 
available on the Express Hub in Oracle format and in SQL Server 2008 format as a 3 DVD set. 
 
We have corrected numerous issues in this release.  Here is a short list of some of the corrections 
and enhancements that have been applied since the last release: 
 

1. Formation tops in STRAT_WELL_SECTION – Ensured that Pick Quality (eg. CHECKED) 
and Pick Qualifier (eg. GOOD PICK FROM LOGS) columns are populated. 
 

2. STRAT_WELL_SECTION – make sure that precision on pick depths is restricted to 2 
decimals. 
 

3. Made sure that the long names for SK and MB land units are populated correctly with the 
name rather than the code. 
 

4. Populated missing top and base Strat_Units for WELL_GAS_ANALYSIS table. 
 

5. Corrected cases with null Production Date in PDEN_INJ_MONTH table 
 

6. Cleaned up STRAT_UNIT table to remove pool codes which have been causing problems 
with formation lookups.  Geological pool codes are now available and can be looked up in the 
POOL_ALIAS table.  There are 3 alias types available: 

a. POOL_STRAT to look up formation pool aliases 
b. COMMINGLED_POOL to look up geological pool aliases for commingled pools 
c. COMMINGLED_MFP to look up geological pool aliases for multi field pools. 

 
7. Verified that TD Formations and Oldest Formation are calculated correctly and filled in 

missing rows. 
 

8. Alberta Reserves are updated with latest 2015 reserves data. 
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9. Production data checked and updated: PDEN.LAST_PRODUCTION_DATE,  
PDEN_LAST_INJECTION_DATE, ON_INJECTION_DATE, SK status codes, SK Pool Codes 
 

10. Fixed missing PERIOD_DURATION in WELL_TEST_PERIOD for SK wells 
 

11. Populated the WELL_NODE_VERSION.COORD_ACQUISITION_ID column to assist in 
selecting a desired coordinate version instead of relying on a less obvious NODE_OBS_NO.  
There are 27 distinct ID’s available consisting of combination of source + grid version + 
datum (for example, GOVT_STS25_NAD83) 
 

12. Modified bottom hole coordinate calculations to provided improved location estimates for 
approximately 1100 BC wells were metes and bounds are not available. 
 

 
 
We continue to receive valuable feedback from customers regarding issues/enhancements 
with our new Express well database and we thank you for that.   
 
As always, if you do have any questions/concerns regarding any of the above, or any other issue, please 
feel free to contact myself or Karen Nunns.  We thank you for your ongoing support and business. 
 
Thank you 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ciavarella 
Managing Director, CWD Inc. 


